REPORT - Scouting mission to Netherlands/De Groenen
17/18th March 2017, Amsterdam/Rotterdam
EGP Committee: Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield
EGP Staff: Vesna Jusup

Background:
Since September 2016 EGP Committee has been informed on the internal problems within
De Groenen. Very fast the conflict escalated and on January 21st two different Congresses
were organized in two towns (Amsterdam and Utrecht), both claiming full legitimacy within
De Groenen Rule Book. Same happened on 4th March, where both sides elected new board.
Since then party has two representative blocks, divided membership, issues two magazines.
Formally speaking, Chamber of Commerce (CoC) and Bank, refused to take sides, expecting
De Groenen to resolve the issue internally. Meanwhile, De Groenen bank account is blocked.
On their own initiative, their voting rights in Liverpool will be suspended for the EGP
Congress/Council and for the Global Greens Congress all votes will be held by GroenLinks.

Meeting with De Groenen Amsterdam:
Reps: Otto ter Haar, Tom Baakers, Rijndert Doting
Otto acknowledges that 2 Congresses took place and that reality is that according to current
Rules of De Groenen both can be called legal and thus demand change of data from the
Chamber of Commerce.
Otto hosted 4th March Congress in Amsterdam with 10 people, holding 17 (also mentioned
15 at some point) votes in total through proxy vote procedure. Total membership at this
stage is 33 members, at that moment 32 had right to vote, so 17 was considered full
majority of the party.
Congress elected Otto as party leader and Rijndert as other board member, with unanimity.
After the Congress, they have submitted papers to Chamber of Commerce to register
change in board. However as others done the same, Chamber of Commerce brought
decision that they cannot register any changes until conflict lasts.
Otto challenged decision of the Chamber of Commerce at the Administrative court. If this
does not work, they (Otto) will have to go to the Civic court against the other faction.
Bank account has been blocked by Otto, as he did not want other faction to have access to
money (through Jozef Van Kessel, who is still legally part of the board). However, to unblock
it, bank needs signatures of all members of the board – so bank account stays blocked until:
a) Conflict is solved
b) Chambre of Commerce registers new Board members for one of the factions
c) For now, Otto pays costs from his own money.
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In December 2016, Otto suspended Jozef van Kessel from the Board, based on dispute
about the article in their magazine. Otto wrote an article attacking Jolanda Verburg and
Jozef refused to publish it. Previously Otto expelled Jolanda from the board and he did not
allow her membership to be renewed on 1st January 2017.
This is problematic, as by De Groenen Rule Book only Congress can suspend or expel board
members. Otto, as chairman has no power to do so. Otto acknowledges this but find
historical justification, as 1999 (in other time he mentioned 1994) party board expelled a
board member. He complained to Arbitrary commission and commission said its ok, despite
not being rooted in the Rule back. Otto was part of that Arbitrary commission back then.
However, in 2001 this person sued party in front of the Civic court and court allowed him to
go back to the board.
This faction holds all social media channels and website passwords.
They have problem finding female delegates. They are equally represented in membership
but not interested in doing things or too old.

Elections:
De Groenen did not participate in the last national elections as they did not manage to
collect 1000 signatures and fulfill administrative requirements to be signed in election lists.
However, they see compatibility with 1. Animal party 2. Socialist 3. GroenLinks 4. Pirates
In March 2018 there will be municipal elections and Otto sees De Groenen running in
Amsterdam (majority of members live here (6), including one suspended member who is
actually part of the other group).
Otto claims they will go with Pirate party (Rijndert disagrees) or on their own. Can run as it
only takes 30 signatures to register.
Otto has ambition to run EU 2019 elections. Also easy to register to run the elections.
Reasons to do so- visibility of the party. They might go with Animal party, but those MEPs sit
in GUE.
Our questions:
1. Why do you not reregister as local party in Amsterdam?
Otto: because we have members all around the Netherlands
2. Would you Otto consider stepping down and then having some 3rd person taking
leadership and overcoming the conflict?
Otto: no, because all members voted me unanimously as a leader at the congress
3. What are your political activities, campaigning?
Otto: finding female delegate to Liverpool, magazine for our members, 4 Congresses
per year to update our Rule book and program, participation of me/Otto in EGP
working groups
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Meeting with De Groenen in Rotterdam:
Jozef van Kessel, Jolanda Verburg, Ronald Schönberger
Details on the conflict timeline match. Their legitimacy claimed on the basis that
Congress on 21st January and 4th March were called by and visited by 6 voting members,
which is under the Rules of the Rule book.
They see party high jacked by Otto ter Haar and accuse him of:
- Holding multiple positions within party
- Centralizing power and information
- Acting randomly and on personal basis, nontransparent
- Using party to get tax reductions claiming donations – but this money is
reimbursement of EGP travel costs that Otto advances with his own money
All members of the board have been suspended, expelled or quit by or because Otto. He
is the only member who stayed in Board all this time. Also all members, whom he
expelled or suspended or did not accept renewal of the membership, are the ones who do
some political campaigning (through De Groenen, individually, in NGOs))
Jozef also claims that all the people that left the party are the new ones that were invited
or motivated by the work of Jozef, Jolanda, Ronald and Mirjam. So now the party literarily
only serves for Otto to travel to EGP events.
Otto claims to supports the party yearly with 1000e, but this cannot be seen in the papers.
Ronald is still part of their Financial board but Otto does not send him any accounts (Otto
claims its Tom’s role now)
They see this conflict as potential end of De Groenen. They have also been asked to join
other parties (Ronald work with Pirate party) even by GroenLinks. They want to keep De
Groenen as:
- Part of tradition and heritage they worked for all these years
- Purely environmental party, no other in NL
- Membership in EGP
They understand the difficulty and see also the EGP has no direct involvement in the
conflict and understand our concerns. Ok with revoking voting rights till this is solved and
also can see De Groenen being moved to Associate member – in case that Conflict does
not resolves soon and damage party even more (gone from 700 to 32 members).
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